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@Primary_Data

*Lance Smith - Primary Data Introduction
“Transforming datacenter economics with data mobility through data virtualisation”
CEO Lance, Chief Scientist Steve Woz, CTO David Flynn, CMO Rick White
HQ in Los Altos
$60M in VC raised so far
80 staff worldwide
GA in late 2015

Today:
IDC - $10.6B spent on storage in Q4 2014 alone
over provisioning to meet future demands means $4-8 billion in overspend in a single 
quarter
Storage silos trap data, add mgmt complexity and limit customer choice

data virtualisation delivers dynamic data mobility

global dataspace

“automatically determine what your data really needs - and place it on the right 
storage for the job”

everybody wants the highest level of performance

smart objectives automatically align data to resources

“Right data, right place, right time” - using existing storage

*David Flynn - Managing Data by Objectives - https://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-
flynn/1/36b/577

Layers
1. Data Virtualisation
2. Objective-based data mgmt
3. Analytics-in-the-loop

What’s happening?
SDS
Hyper-converged
AFAs
COTS
scale-out

Distance between performance and capacity is widening - leading to pain

1. What is data virtualisation?

https://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-flynn/1/36b/577
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-flynn/1/36b/577


Continuity of identity 
Continuity of access
these both need to transcend protocol and where the data lives

Key is to externalise the metadata and the control plane - keep it separate from the 
storage silos

copy data management - expression of the underlying problem of data not being 
mobile

Need to have a universal client (data portal) - leveraged existing NFS and pNFS 
standards
- data mover

Metadata and control plane - referred to as DataSphere [PdDataArch.png]

decoupled physical location of the data from its logical location

data portal is stateless (VM on each ESXi host)

2. Objective-based Data Management
every single capability and characteristic of the storage system can be thought of in 
terms of whether the data needs it or not.

- performance - reads vs writes, IOPS, bandwidth, latency
- protection - data durability, availability, security

What level of performance and protection are requisite on the data? These levels are 
then matched to the capability of the storage system

You need to understand the client, and the value of the objectives being met on the 
data
What does it cost to meet specific perf and protection levels.
SLAs in the service catalogue

Support snapshots on NetApp (7-mode and C-mode), Isilon, VMAX, VNX, Dell 
storage

*Kaycee Lai - DataSphere Demo - SVP Products and Sales (@mrdedupe)

“The UI is still a little bit rough”

Objectives (also available via API):
Price - File ($/File), Size ($/GB), Read Ops ($/K Ops), Write Ops ($/K Ops), Read 
Bytes ($/GB), Write Bytes ($/GB) 
Write Performance - Bandwidth, IOPS, Latency
Read Performance - Bandwidth, IOPS, Latency
Protection can be defined in terms of:



- Durability - defined in levels of 9s
- Availability - defined in levels of 9s
- Fidelity (priority) - defined in levels of 9s
- Recoverability  - none, on-site, off-site
- Security - encryption - none, at-rest, in-flight

Smart Objectives
“levers of protection for the changing needs of your business applications”

Use Objectives, and then treat things a bit differently based on pattern, such as a file 
extension
Supports multiple patterns within a smart objective

Demo of the view of the different types of connected storage [Kaycee photo]

Will offer support for vSphere 5.5 and 6 with VVOLs at GA

“You don’t have to dedicate the entire array to being under Primary Data”

Pricing - annual subscription + small fee for number of hosts connected to the 
DataSphere

If you don’t pay - they won’t cut you off.


